Living space remodel
Just a quick note to let you know how much we are enjoying all the changes that you have made to our home over
the past few years.
I don't think there's an area that you haven't made improvements to in our home, and we have been thoroughly
enjoying retirement even more because of those changes.
The main floor renovation has made our home so much more convenient for us and our family and friends. It's a
pleasure to entertain now that the space has been opened up and the flow is improved.
We lived with a "one-person kitchen" for so long, that even now we are amazed at how well our kitchen works with
the two of us. It's taught me to enjoy cooking and baking.
We were so grateful for all your suggestions for kitchen layout and for the experts you directed us to who were able
to take our ideas and improve upon them.
You and your team were able to adjust to the changes we wanted as the work progressed and we appreciated your
willingness to make those adjustments happen. I know that we kept finding more and more work for you to do
during this project and you were always happy to accommodate us.
The final product is still, after three years, making our lives more enjoyable and everyone who sees the
transformation from old to new is so impressed. We are still getting calls from friends who want to have work done
by you.
Your best advertising is your craftsmanship. It's such a big step to do a renovation of the size we did and you and
your team made is less stressful.
Your attention to detail, your responsiveness to our needs, your commitment to the job not to mention your pricing
all helped contribute to the excitement we felt over the project without all the horror stories we heard about from
others who had attempted similar jobs.
Our confidence in your work has encouraged us to have you back again and again.
This last job - taking a basement from a storage place for 30 or so years of accumulation to a warm, cozy area for
family - truly makes our home a place where family and friends want to gather.
The grandchildren love having the space to play, Larry is so comfortable in his office and I enjoy the peacefulness of
a room in which to stretch out and relax with a movie or a good book.
Every day that space becomes more inviting as we move back into it. It feels as if our living space has doubled with
that project.
With the colder weather approaching and as we move indoors, we are more and more grateful that we made the
decision to turn a cellar into a family room. And thank you, once again for your vision with the wine rack and the
media cabinetry.
I guess it was silly to think I could do this in a "quick note", but I did want to let you know just how happy we are
with the work that you have done for us.
Larry & Donna Williams

